8 simple ways
TO implement lean
manufacturing into
your warehouse

Lean manufacturing is used by companies of all sizes
today. The success of lean manufacturing processes have
encouraged even smaller organisations to implement the
practice.

the SUCCESS IN impleMENting lean manufacturing is to
action a roadmap. here are SOME TIPS that can help you
implement lean manufacturing into your organisation
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organise the work
area : The 5 S’s
Set in
order

Sort

Standardise

Shine

Sustain

The 5S’s is a cyclical methodology: sort, set in order, shine,
standardise, sustain the cycle. This results in continuous
improvement.

91

%

2

of executive manufacturing
leaders surveyed in 2011 said
their improvement was ‘very
effective’

remember
the gemba
A Japanese term meaning
‘The Real Place’
Get out of your office and spend time
on the plant floor promotes a deep and
thorough understanding of
real-world issues. First-hand observation
& talking with plant floor employees.

70

companies in the us
% ofutilise
lean manufacturing
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practices

KPI’s

Metrics designed to track and encourage
progress towards critical goals of the
organization. It is important to carefully
select KPIs that will drive desired
behaviour. The best manufacturing KPIs
tend to be:
▶ Aligned with top-level strategic goals
▶ Effective at exposing & quantifying
...waste
▶ Readily influenced by plant floor
...employees
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Muda waste management
Muda a Japanese term
meaning ‘Waste’
Eliminating waste is one of the primary
goals of lean manufacturing. Meaning
anything in the manufacturing process
that doesn’t add value from the customer’s
perspective.

Applying lean manufacturing tools

of the Toyota Production System (TPS) helped
Porsche increase their operational result from
-€122 million to €933 million
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big losses
Six categories of
productivity loss that
are almost universally
experienced in
manufacturing:

▶ Breakdowns
▶ Setup/Adjustments
▶ Small Stops
▶ Reduced Speed
▶ Startup Rejects
▶ Production Rejects

set smart goals
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All elements of the process need smart goals:
▶ Breakdowns
▶ Setup/Adjustments
▶ Small Stops
▶ Reduced Speed
▶ Startup Rejects
▶ Production Rejects

“Japanese auto manufacturers have been
developing Lean for over 50 years and with it
grown their product competitiveness, quality
and reliability. These same tools and techniques
work in food manufacturing and meat processing
environments. They can work in your business.”
Leaning Forward. Process Improvers
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just in
time ( JIT )
Pull parts through production based on
customer demand instead of pushing
parts through production based on
projected demand.
Highly effective in reducing inventory
levels. Improves cash flow and reduces
space requirements.

8

the visual
factory
Visual indicators, displays and controls
used throughout manufacturing
plants improves communication of
information.
Makes the state and condition of
manufacturing processes easily
accessible and very clear to everyone
as we all know people are critical to
success

click here to
Download our eguide
A warehouse managers guide
the modern productive
warehouse
www.link2recruit.com
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